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ABOUT FUTURE PROFILEZ

Future Profilez is the leading Web Design company in India. We have excellent web designers capable of shaping your website to attract your target audience. Stunning designs make your website look highly impressive to your viewers, irrespective of devices they see it on (desktops, tablets, ipad etc).

The UI Designers we have will create every design element by themselves that a user would interact with. Using CSS and HTML to resize, hide, animate, shrink, enlarge, or shifting your page elements, we will deliver a final design that is both splendid and featureful.

Our Mission:
To be recognised as a world-class organisation that delivers exceptional web designing services globally. We work continuously towards maintaining our status as the leaders in the field of web designing.

Our Vision:
Our Vision is to extend our web designing and software development business around the world by offering our clients customized designing services to target their goal. We strive to meet all their needs under one roof and we retain highly trained and experienced professionals to accomplish that.

Overview
Established in 2011, Future Profilez has seen itself rapidly evolved into one of the most renowned Web Designing companies in India. We pride ourselves in offering the best web designs and layouts to our clients at highly affordable prices.

As the leading web service providers in India, we understand the significance and the challenges of continuing to deliver a superior level of designs that can retain the ‘WOW’ factor for years.
HOW WE GIVE NEW LIFE TO YOUR WEBSITE

We use a number of systematic techniques to ensure your website enjoys viewer interest at all times. Our company understands that merely constructing a site isn’t the end of your worry, the people who visit it should take notice as well. And that is where our expertise in this field can assist you.

Below we have shown the step by step process our expert web designers will follow, and revamp your website completely as a result.

As evident from below, we have previously worked on a number of redesign projects using all the major platforms out there.

In the world of B2B service, revamping ensures right response, at the right time for your customers.
WHY SHOULD YOU REDESIGN YOUR WEBSITE?

Your website is a reflection of your business and just like everything else, evolving with time is imperative to your success. Regular algorithm twitch means that your website without redesigning is likely to fall victim to non-responsive, stale content, plummeting load speed and much more.

Though the reasons are many, some of the major ones for choosing a redesign are-

- The Website Just Doesn’t Work
- Want a Better User Experience
- Current Website Isn’t Responsive
- It looks Outdated/Ordinary/Crap
- It Does Not Reflect Your Brand
- Re-Align Your Website With Your Marketing Goals
- Optimize the Buyer Journey on Your Website
- Have Outdated Third-Party Tools on Your Site
- The Purpose of Your Site Has Changed.
- Want to Incorporate a Better Content Strategy.

"A worn shoe is a sign that you’ve come a long way, but persisting with them forever is a sign of scruffiness to the rest."

"A new shoe is the representation of your success and evolution."

With hundreds of business websites developing everyday, redesigning yours will have it stand out from the herd, and give the customer a reason to always come back.
CASE STUDIES

Site URL: www.theanimalfund.net
Platform: Wordpress
Client Name: Berit Legrand
Country: France
Source of Contact: Freelancing site

Berit Legrand:
Client wanted to update the look and feel of the site because its design was not enticing the users. Along with it, client wanted to remove some page and add some new one.

Our Process:

☐ We had shown the sample design of the website's homepage in which we had created a nice hero-section and added the book store tab also.
☐ After its approval, we designed the inner pages.
☐ We then ensured that the functionalities of it were in proper manner.

Conclusion:
Client was enthralled with our work and designs and gave us a nice feedback and rating.

FEEDBACK:
“Completed the website as agreed. Nice to work with the FP team.”
- Berit Legrand

“Client is always right” according to our business practice. We never back down from new challenges and bring out the designs that capture the imagination of clients.
CASE STUDIES

✔ Our team conducts thorough research as to the current market trend.
✔ The research is followed by choosing the target audience that is relevant to the services your business offers.
✔ Frameworks and mockups are generated in accordance with the website’s desired outlook.
✔ The target audience is hence catered by initiating the desired redesigning.

Resolution Insurance

www.sameday-delivery.co.uk

USED TECHNOLOGIES

✔ We first receive the old website from the client who desires refreshing its design to boost audiences.
✔ After assigning the task to the redesigning team, they generate a new blueprint design following adequate research to cater the target audience.
✔ The design blueprint is then forwarded to the client for feedback and suggestions.
✔ Post receiving the feedback, our team modifies the design elements as per the client’s needs and generate a concrete layout.
✔ The same is directed to the concerned personnel for review and to attain final refinements.
✔ With that done, the target audience is hence catered by initiating the desired redesigning.

With hundreds of business websites developing everyday, redesigning yours will have it stand out from the herd, and give the customer a reason to always come back
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OUR PORTFOLIO

By working with an extensive genre of companies, we have expanded upon the project variety that we can undertake with utmost professionalism. Therefore, our design personnel will create a custom website that effectively promotes your brand and is tailored to your marketing goals. Our Design Portfolio has been mentioned below-

Sleeping
Sleep disorders can affect your quality of life and your ability to concentrate. It can affect your abilities at work or school. Relationships can suffer due to being irritable or moody, and you may just feel like you can’t make it through the day because you have no energy.

Valley Minds
We are passionate engineers, technology professionals and experts in majority of the industry technology domains. Our goal is to bring value to our clients. We are here to offer our knowledge, skills, expertise, innovations to the businesses, organizations, non-profits, governments whoever looking for partners to help contribute in their needs and success.

Hediye Sepeti
Hediyefabrikasi aim, as they Hediyefabrikasi.co; Top quality products and to provide internet users with the gift of time spent seeking to reduce to a minimum. Through hediyefabrikasi project, hediyefabrikasi sales to the Internet and corporate gifts, to facilitate as much as possible and make your gift choice enjoyable is hediyefabrikasi most important principle.

Noob Feed
NoobFeed.com is the place to be if you are a gamer, as both our team and our user base share similar passions and interests. Create a profile, join the community and participate in fun discussions, competitions and entertainment.
If You want any of these design solutions

- Want to improve only a few parts of your website’s designs.
- Want to design few promotional/marketing Banners.
- Want to completely restructure/redesign/revamp the existing website.
- Wish to improve user experience and require smooth navigation.
- Wish to get a grasp on how your website could further improve.
- Wish to design a corporate identity?
- Or any kind of UI/UX, web and graphic design requirements.

To get started/Inquiry, simply share the following details

- Share your existing website URL
- List down points on why/how do you wish to redesign it
- If you wish to change your platform/Framework/CMS too
- Any reference websites or Idea you wish to share
- Any paper work that you have done

How often should you redesign your website?

Ideally, you should do a full redesign of your website every two to three years to stay relevant. It can result in massive benefits for your business. However, it is not as simple as it seems because it also requires small changes in functions that can help make the user experience better.

Once you share all of the above details, like your website URL, Reference design idea, your motive of redesigning it etc. Then, our expert team of creative designers will create a MOCK SAMPLE free of cost as a token of our appreciation. Still, if you wish to share your idea in detail, you can email us at “Info@futureprofilez.com”
LOTS OF HAPPY CLIENTS

A thrilled client is the end goal for any successful establishment, and that certainly is the case for us. Nothing pushes us more than learning that we’ve accomplished our client’s goals and vision just as or better than what they imagined.

Below, we’ve included a list of clients testimonials to demonstrate their satisfaction with the new website designs that we have delivered as per their needs-

**Chris**
Australia

Almost forgot about it with the holidays and the like. But when I returned to work I was pleasantly surprised to see that the most difficult keyword went from the 4th page of results to the 13th SPOT. I highly recommend their service.

**Anna**
US

Had a very good experience with this team. They went out of their way to communicate with me and respond promptly. The template they provided was fairly easy for a new beginner and they executed on work in a timely.

**Joachim**
Netherland

Their response times are quick and they paid close attention to our needs. Their team helped create a site within our budget which exceeded our expectations.

**Mike Spencer**
US

Future Profilez is professional, easy to work with and willing to make changes until the project is complete & satisfactory. I received my website in a very timely fashion and am very pleased with it. I highly recommend this team.

**Joel putland**
Canada

A very good developer. Once they are clear on what is required, they get on and deliver. We deliberately took time to set out our requirements and we are pleased with the end result.

**Peter Stall**
Denmark

Future Profilez is a very professional company! they are very experienced and deliver what they offer. Vishal is an excellent project manager! They really did a great job! 100% recommend them!

Web designing is more than just about beautiful outlooks. The functionality and features are just as important and our designers encompass all these factors in their work.
LET US SERVE YOU

We appreciate you taking the time and checking out our company’s business pattern. If you have any business related idea or query, then feel free to discuss it with our experts. We guarantee a profitable service outcome to all our clients.

We’d love to hear from you, and invite you to contact us without any hesitation.

Do you wish to discuss your project with our business experts?

For call skype us at vishal.soonlanki

For quick chat/call WhatsApp us at +91 99833-33334

For Chat/call hangout us at vishal.soonlanki

CONTACT US NOW

info@futureprofilez.com +91-0141-4006984
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